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Imagine your disappointed four-year-old calming her have anger with a couple of simple breaths. The
Power of Your Child's Imagination will highlight how to empower your child with easy, effective, and
creative skills for surviving-and thriving-in a stressful globe. Dr. Picture your fourth grader visualizing an
ice blue pillow to cool his hot head aches. This indispensable guidebook provides nine simple tools to
help children cope with stress and anxiety by tapping into their imagination to access their own natural
strength and confidence. Or your worried eleven-year-old improving her focus by consulting a personal
wizard to help with homework. Reznick illustrates how each tool may be used every time to cope with
problems such as: * Stress-induced headaches and stomachaches * Phobias, anxiety attacks, and social
panic * Bed-wetting and sleepless nights * Separation anxiety and fear of the unknown * Dealing with
death, divorce, and various other losses * Hurt, frustration, and anger * Problems with schoolwork and
concentration * Sibling rivalry and school-yard squabbles
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Life and World-Changing Healing and Fun! Reznick's deceptively simple "9 Equipment" for helping your
child work with his/her imagination provides the seeds of an entirely new way of dealing with
"problems," illnesses, psychological issues and common, everyday issues that, when utilized by a large
number of people, has the potential to change the way we relate in family members, solve our problems,
heal our anatomies, etc. As Therapists who train and certify both experts and laypersons to do imagery,
one of our greatest pleasures is to witness our learners/customers, through this transforming connection
with imagery, heal and re-parent their wounded child within. She contains scripts to steer children in
wonderful journeys toward health and wellness. This publication is timely and intensely useful, especially
for children who suffer from overactive imaginations which are pulling them into states of anxiousness
and worry, frequently causing them a whole lot of distress. Dr. Dr. And, once recognized (as it will be
because it's so delightful! Sham artist. A gem of a book for anyone with children in their lives! As a
psychologist, and as a parent, I am thankful to Charlotte Reznick! She appears to have learned nothing
from her claimed "30 season meditation practice. Reznick gives us for bypassing the logical mind to
access the internal wisdom of individuals who need emotional help. She says doctors, nurses, teachers
and a host of other helpers also can benefit as they use imagination to boost classroom performance, heal
head aches, disappear warts, and switch nasty habits. Dr.! Many thanks for your innovations and for
sharing these with this world. Reznick's book offers helped both of my children find methods to self-
regulate, calm their bodies and plan bedtime or whatever possibly stressful event was coming up
following. With this pioneering book--written in basic, loving language-- any mother or father can help
the youngster with emotional issues..] September 3, 2009 archived).D. The 9 internal tools are clearly
described. Charlotte Reznick believes that kissing your son or daughter is sexual. I've used the methods in
my private guidance practice to greatly help children figure out how to calm themselves (anywhere,
anytime)and to listen to their own internal tone of voice, or conscience.! The power of imagination is
what will change the world. The last period I was in the dental chair, I started with balloon breath and
visited my special place which truly contributed to the discomfort and pressure.PsychologistFounder of
THE TRAINING GymManhattan Beach, California A must browse for parents and grandparents Guided
Imagery is a relaxation practice and a gentle, non-judgmental approach to therapy, that provides access
immediately to the unconscious, wherein lies false beliefs and unresolved concerns of the past. I like to
breathe golden light- a deep ocean blue-green is powerful for me too. When I enter the world of
creativity, I, and in addition my adult clients, reach have the sort of refreshing fun that usually only
children reach have. The Power of Imagination Functions! The point is to teach them skills and the reward
is you can learn them too. Breakthrough for helping kids with difficult issues Dr. Once the children
understand that they have a powerful gift of imagination that should be channeled I direct them to
Charlotte's reserve which is filled up with creative and imaginative equipment that children can easily use
to harness the power of their imaginations.. The parent, then, isn't only empowered, but simultaneously
raised up to level of personal psychological literacy which proves helpful to the entire family. It's also
wonderful.Valerie Maxwell, Ph.D. The use of color seems to put in a dimension of conviction and
confidence to the imagery; Reznick is normally quietly, sweetly and entertainingly fomenting a revolution
in awareness! Reznick knows this much better than anyone. Charlotte Reznick, in this unique and
groundbreaking publication, takes us deeply into the inner worlds of kids, where they, too, can use
imagery to explore trauma and misunderstandings that are dominating their lives right now, to
appropriate, heal and offer tools and ideals that may literally change their young lives and the lives and
directions of their parents.The amazing part of this book is that, above being an excellent reference for
therapists to understand how exactly to use imagery with their young clients, Dr. Reznick is in fact
teaching the parents to accomplish imagery with their kids. With her nine equipment, hundreds of stories
to illustrate what others have observed, scripted imageries to be used both by the parents and the kids,



she covers every possible issue a child may have to deal with; from temper to bedwetting, from disease to
acting away. The messages of tapping into the power of a child's creativity is the crucial to unlocking his
desires, desires plus much more. We highly recommend this book. Susan Graysen, Ph. (Reznick may
never have studied shamanism and could not even know these techniques could be classified in that way.
But for me, the publication offers a fantastic way to make powerful spiritual tools available to the
mainstream.) .. Dr. of the techniques to use and they have been GREAT for my 8 yr old daughter who is
suffering from . Reznick knows this better than anyone This book is a lifesaver for the children in my
classroom and my own as well. Thank you, Karin Inana Healer & Just started scanning this book but have
previously put some of the methods to use and they have already been Ideal for my 8 12 months old
daughter who is suffering from anxiety. I have also implemented a few of the ideas in my own life! A
unique and important contribution to greatly help children discover the power of their minds In my own
practice as a kid psychologist, I would recommend this book to all or any my anxious clients with busy
minds. Reznick provides written a much-needed reserve inside our field of assisting children-- not only
children who have to recover from traumas, but to trip the waves of the down sides well-adjusted children
experience with the unprecedented stressors or our times. Where WAS she when I was an individual
parent raising my children, looking for ways to cope with bedwetting, nighttime anxieties, and children
who had complications getting to sleep?We wholeheartedly recommend this reserve to parents, to greatly
help your kids tap their inner resources and use them to resolve problems big and small. Dr. Charlotte
Reznick obviously understands the body mind connection when it comes to healing. The power of
Imagination works! It is a fascinating go through and I am happy to learn it in German.. Author Invaluable
tools!. Thanks for being on my radio system, too (Total Power Living, [. Recommend! A must go through
for clinicians and households. Great book We am a practitioner of shamanism and I really like the way
this book employs shamanic techniques with children - without ever naming them that! Entering the
Child's World Dr. This book is positive, powerful and well crafted.Majestic in its simplicity, traditional in
its wisdom, that is a book on how to be the very best parent, and also teaching children the various tools,
through imagery, to take charge of their own lives in the best way feasible. Reznick teaches us to meet up
kids where they live-in the world of imagination! I would recommend that all severe clinicians read it
along with offer it with their families and bring harmony to them.. Balloon breath, rainbow breath and
other methods are effective for adults as well. It's unlimited and Dr.Dr. Suffice it to say this woman is not
who all she says or thinks she is and I would never recommend a child see her The measure of who one is
is much more in how they behave if they think no one is looking. They are able to take as much soft-
focused back lit pictures if themselves as they want but nothing reveals their character a lot more than
how they act if they believe nonone is usually looking. Suffice it to say this woman is not who she says or
thinks she is and I would never recommend a child see her. As a psychotherapist of 37 years, I recognize
what magnificent tools Dr." Hopefully the 72K annual pension she collects from the taxpayers of
California, money that directly de-funds public education and contributes to the very stress in children she
cares therefore deeply about will create an even greater market for her hogwash claptrap. Also to top
everything off, Dr.), human beings will behave in a different way down through the ages. It's amazing.!
The latter ability frequently gets lost in our noisy, crowded globe. Reznick, I am most grateful! The Power
of Your Child's Imagination is THE guide book for loving and promoting healthy advancement in
children. Charlotte Reznick shares 9 tools allowing you to connect young people with their internal
superpowers. In it, Dr. And I am very, very glad for this. The Power of Your Child's Imagination addresses
problems such as sleep difficulty, aches, pains, fears, and bed wetting as well! BTW, despite he flapping
her jaw evey chance she gets about being truly a "professor" anyone in academic medicine knows a co-
employee clinical professor is NOT A REAL PROFESSOR. Charlotte's TOP List of what kids most want
and want from their parents is certainly a manifesto describing the rights of most children, everywhere.



Reznick believes that kissing your child is sexual Dr. Her book shows us how exactly to teach children to
control their own emotions by doing what I'd call self-hypnosis. I don't trust her judgement.
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